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Indo – Australia 

The historical ties between India and Australia started immediately following European settlement in Australia from 
1788. All trade to and fro from the penal colony of New South Wales was controlled by the British East India Company 
through Kolkata. India and Australia established diplomatic relations in the pre-Independence period, with the 
establishment of India Trade Office in Sydney in 1941. The end of the Cold War and simultaneously India’s decision to 
launch major economic reforms in 1991 provided the first positive move towards development of closer ties between 
the two nations. With the passage of time, the relationship gained momentum towards a strategic relationship, alongside 
the existing economic engagement.  

India-Australia Strategic Relationship: With the changing global scenario, Australia has come to look at India as an 
important partner in promoting regional security and stability. This led to upgradation of bilateral relationship to a 
‘Strategic Partnership’, including a Joint Declaration on Security Cooperation in 2009. Over the years an array of 
institutional mechanism has been put in place to promote bilateral co-operation. Bilateral mechanisms include high level 
visits, Annual Meetings of Prime Ministers, Foreign Ministers’ Framework Dialogue, Joint Trade & Commerce Ministerial 
Commission, India-Australia '2+2' Foreign Secretaries and Defence Secretaries Dialogue, Defence Policy Talks, Australia-
India Education Council, Defence Services Staff Talks, Energy Security Dialogue, JWGs on different issues etc.  

Australia's White Paper on Foreign Policy released in November 2017 sees India in the front rank of Australia’s 
international partnerships. It says, “Beyond an increasingly important economic relationship, our security interests are 
congruent, particularly in relation to the stability and openness of the Indian Ocean. Both the countries have common 
interests in upholding international law, especially in relation to freedom of navigation and maritime security”. The last 
Indian PM to visit Australia had been in 1986 when Rajiv Gandhi visited Australia. Narendra Modi visited Australia after 
a gap of 28 years in November, 2014, thereby finally bringing Australia within the periphery of Indian foreign policy 
vision. He addressed a gathering of Indian diaspora at Sydney’s Allphones Arena and urged the diaspora to invest in 
India. The visit of the PM saw MoUs negotiated. A framework for security cooperation was concluded for defence and 
maritime security. The framework envisages cooperation in R&D and regular bilateral exercises 

Diplomatic Relations 

Visit at the level of HoS: President of India visited Australia on 21-24 November 2018. It was the first ever visit of the 
President of India to Australia. During the visit, Australian Prime Minister announced support to its India Economic 
Strategy's priority recommendations, including to take measures to increase Australian investment in India from A$10 
billion to 100 billion by 2035. Five MoUs, which also included MoU on cooperation in Disability sector and MoU between 
Invest India and AUSTRADE to promote bilateral investment, were exchanged during the visit. Rashtrapatiji’s visit to 
Australia was preceded by the visit of Governor General of Australia to India in March 2018 to attend the founding 
conference of the International Solar Alliance. 

Prime Ministerial Visits: The two-way Prime Ministerial visits in 2014 built significant momentum in the bilateral 
relationship. Former Prime Minister Tony Abbott visited India from 04-05 September 2014, During the visit, four 
Agreements/ MoUs on Civil Nuclear Cooperation, Sports, Water resources and Skills were signed. Prime Minister Shri 
Narendra Modi visited Australia for G20 Leaders' Summit at Brisbane in November 2014, followed by bilateral visit from 
16-18 November 2014. During the visit, he addressed a joint sitting of both the Houses of Parliament, the first by an 
Indian PM. Framework for Security cooperation between India and Australia and five other Agreements/MoUs on Social 
security, Tourism, Arts & Culture, Sentenced persons and combating Narcotics were signed on this occasion. Former 
Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull paid a State Visit to India from 09-12 April 2017. Six bilateral agreements / MoUs on 
Cooperation in combating International terrorism & transnational organized crime, Health and Medicine, Sports, 
Environment, Climate and Wildlife, Civil Aviation society and Space technology were signed during the visit. Prime 
Ministers of both the countries had met twice during 2019 - on 29 June 2019 on the margins of G20 Summit in Osaka 
and on 04 November 2019 on the margins of EAS in Bangkok. 

The sixth round of India-Australia Dialogue on East Asia, which is held at senior official level, was held in Canberra in 
June 2018. On 01 November 2018, India and Australia held bilateral consultations on Non-Proliferation and Disarmament 
issues in Canberra. Defence Policy Talks were held on 14 March 2019. JWG on Tourism was held in Sydney on 15 April 
2019. The senior officials-level Joint Working Group on Counter-Terrorism met in Canberra on 24 May 2019. The 3rd 
India-Australia Bilateral Dialogue on Global Cyber Issues was held in New Delhi on 04 September 2019. 5th India-
Australia Maritime Dialogue was held in New Delhi on 19 November 2019. 14) India and Australia co-operate in various 
multilateral fora. Australia supports India’s candidature in an expanded UN Security Council. Both India and Australia are 
members of the Commonwealth, IORA, ASEAN Regional Forum, Asia Pacific Partnership on Climate and Clean 
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Development, and have participated in the East Asia Summits. Both countries have also been cooperating as members 
of the Five Interested Parties (FIP) in the WTO context. Australia is an important player in APEC and supports India's 
membership of the organisation. In 2008, Australia became an Observer in SAARC. 

Indo-Pacific region is witnessing strategic changes and India and Australia have deep convergences in meeting these 
emerging challenges. In June 2017, India and Australia carried out the second edition of joint naval exercise called 
AUSINDEX in the West coast of Australia. From India, INS Jyoti, INS Shivalik and INS Kamorta visited the port of 
Freemantle. The first edition of this exercise happened in 2015 in Vishakapatanam. In the second edition, in 2017, the 
two focused on enhancing interoperability at the naval level. This helped both sides lay down a foundation for a 
professional culture of future war fighting. Australia and India want to ensure that the dynamic Indo-Pacific region 
remains a region of prosperity and both sides are able to uphold a rules based order which is challenged by unilateral 
action of some states (indirect reference to China and its assertion in the region). Both Australia and India are 
democracies where the leaders are accountable to the people. When democratic principles are translated and applied 
to foreign policy and international engagement, it gives rise to a rule based international system based on cooperation, 
transparency, predictability, peace and security. The two sides intend to deepen their security cooperation through the 
bilateral India-Australia Framework for Security Cooperation (signed in 2014). 

Though India has preferred bilateral engagement with Australia, it has rejected Australia’s entry into the Malabar 
exercises (Malabar is a trilateral naval exercise conducted between India, Japan and USA since 1992, but, Japan became 
a permanent member in 2015 only. The 2017 version of the Malabar exercise is explained in the chapter of India and 
Japan relationship). The reason is that Australia initially pulled out of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (established in 
2007 by Shinzo Abe, the Prime Minister of Japan as an informal security dialogue platform between India, Japan, USA 
and Australia) as it perceived that engaging 
in such a dialogue could upset Australia-
China relations. Australia and China have a 
deep strategic and economic relationship 
(with the bilateral trade approximately 60 
Billion Dollars between the two). Australia 
and China also signed a Free Trade 
Agreement in 2014. India remains 
concerned about strategic clarity form the 
Australian side vis-à-vis China. India feels 
that if Australia tilts more towards China at 
the strategic level, then by deepening its 
bilateral engagement with USA and Japan 
in Malabar, India will be able to counter 
balance the influence of China. Addition of 
Australia in the trilateral Malabar, India 
feels, will not give it any tactical gain on the 
ground. In the near future, Australia may enter Malabar, but, as of now, India-Australia prefer bilateralism to gain strategic 
value. 

The India–Australia nuclear issue has always revolved around the NPT. Australia has a lot of Uranium which India needs. 
However, Australia had been reluctant to supply for a long time on the basis that it was a signatory of NPT while India 
was not. Australia has always insisted that its nuclear supply would be conducted and in accordance to the NPT and 
supplies would only be granted to NPT signatories having proper safeguard agreements in place as per the IAEA. As 
India is a non-signatory to the NPT despite having acknowledged good non-proliferation credentials. If India and 
Australia had any nuclear commerce, then it would mean that Australia had tried to reward non-compliance to global 
regimes. However, post the 2005 nuclear deal between India and the USA and Australian support to India at NSG, it has 
initiated a rethink. In 2011, a joint group announced a policy shift for Uranium exports to India for civilian use. Australia 
has made it clear that strict safeguards need to be negotiated upon. The change is attributed to economic gain and fear 
of being isolated as the US, France, Canada have already concluded nuclear deals with India. In addition, Australia has 
given Uranium to China, which does not have a good non-proliferation record. The diplomatic angle played a very 
important role. In September 2014, Tony Abbott visited India and concluded a nuclear deal. The basis of this 2014 nuclear 
deal was 2005 Indo–US nuclear deal. Australia finally concluded the deal based on Indian commitments in 2005 

 

 

 
Few other engagements –   
1. India-Australia-Japan Trilateral Dialogue: The inaugural Secretary-level 

trilateral talks between India, Australia and Japan was held in New Delhi 
in June 2015. The second Foreign Secretary level trilateral talks were held 
in Tokyo on 26 February 2016 and the third took place in Canberra on 29 
April 2017. The 4th India-Australia-Japan Trilateral Dialogue was held in 
New Delhi on 13 December 2017. 

2. Indonesia-Australia-India Trilateral Dialogue: The 1st Indonesia-Australia-
India Senior Officials’ Strategic Dialogue was held in Bogor, Indonesia on 
27th November 2017. The second dialogue in Canberra on September 21, 
2018 and the 3rd in New Delhi on 19 November 2019. 

3. India-Australia '2+2' Foreign Secretaries and Defence Secretaries 
Dialogue: India and Australia agreed in 2015 to hold annual meetings of 
Foreign and Defence Secretaries (2+2) to enhance foreign policy and 
security cooperation; The 3rd Dialogue was held in New Delhi on 09 
December 2019. 
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Economic and Security Relations 

The India-Australia economic relationship has grown significantly in recent years. India’s growing economic profile and 
commercial relevance to the Australian economy is recognized, both at the federal and state level in Australia. India 
exports to Australia pearls, medical instruments and IT services and imports gold, coal, copper and vegetables. Australia 
invests in India through FDI while Indian firms also have presence in Australia. Indian firms in Australia include Sterlite, 
Reliance, Asian Paints, Adani, NMDC, Tata, ICICI, TCS and JFlex, to name a few. Australian FDI comes to India in services, 
metallurgical industry, telecom, automobile and consultancy. As part of its efforts to develop strong economic 
relationship with India, the Australian side accepted some recommendations of the India Economic Strategy, prepared 
by Australian Think Tank, to define a pathway for Australia to unlock opportunities offered by Indian Economic growth. 
The strategy aims for a clear exposition of the kind of relationship Australia should aspire to have with India out to 2035. 
The paper was released on July 12, 2018. The Paper identifies ten key sectors (Education as flagship sector; Agri-business, 
Resources and Tourism as lead sectors; Energy, Health, Financial Services, Infrastructure, Sports, Science & Innovation as 
Promising Sectors) and ten states in India (Andhra Pradesh, Delhi NCR, Gujarat, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Punjab, Tamil 
Nadu, Telangana, UP and West Bengal) where Australia should focus efforts. During the Rashtrapatiji’s visit to Australia 
in November 2018, Australia's Prime Minister announced the response of the Australian government to the IES Report 
providing in-principle support to the Strategy's 20 priority recommendations, as well as agreeing to an initial round of 
measures under an ongoing implementation plan. Government of India has also tasked CII to prepare an Australia 
Economic Strategy Paper (AES), which is expected to be released in 2020. 

India is the 5th largest trade partner of Australia with trade in goods and services at A$ 29 billion representing 3.6% 
share of the total Australian trade in 2017-18, with export at A$ 8 billion and import at A$ 21 billion. Overall trade 
increased 13.1% on yoy basis. While imports increased 9.7% on yoy basis, export increased by an impressive 23.3% 
although on a lower base. India’s main exports to Australia are Refined Petroleum, medicaments, Railway vehicles 
including hover-trains, Pearls & Gems, Jewellery, made up textile articles, while our major imports are Coal, copper ores 
& concentrates, Gold, vegetables, wool & other animal hair, fruits and nuts, lentils and education related services. The 
two countries are also discussing a Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement (CECA). 

During the visit of India's Prime Minister to Australia in November 2014, both sides decided to extend defence 
cooperation to cover research, development and industry engagement and agreed to hold regular meetings at the level 
of the Defence Minister, conduct regular maritime exercises and convene regular service-to-service talks. As a result, the 
then Australian Defence Minister Mr. Kevin Andrews visited India during 01-03 September 2015 for bilateral talks. Our 
CNS Admiral RK Dhowan visited Australia during 02-07 October 2015 for bilateral talks, attended Sea Power Conference 
2015 in Sydney and signed a Technical Agreement on White Shipping Information Exchange. Defence Policy Talks and 
Service to Service Staff talks are also held regularly. 22) The first-ever Bilateral Maritime Exercise, AUSINDEX 15, was 
conducted in Visakhapatnam (the Bay of Bengal) in September 2015. The second bilateral maritime exercise, AUSINDEX 
2017 was conducted off the coast of Freemantle, Australia during 17-19 June 2017 in which three Indian Naval Ships 
participated. AUSINDEX 2019 was held in the Bay of Bengal in April 2019. In 2018, Indian Air Force participated for the 
first time in the Exercise Pitch Black in Australia from 27th July – 17th August. INS Sahyadri participated in Kakadu, the 
biennial Exercise of the Australian Navy held from 30th August to 15th September 2018, in which 27 nations participated. 
The 4th edition of AUSTRAHIND (Special Forces of Army Exercise) was held in September 2019. 

A Civil Nuclear Cooperation Agreement between the two countries was signed in September 2014 during the visit of the 
Australian Prime Minister to India. The agreement came into force from 13 November 2015. The Australian Parliament 
passed the “Civil Nuclear Transfer to India Bill 2016” on 01 December, 2016 which ensures that Uranium mining 
companies in Australia may fulfil contracts to supply Australian uranium to India for civil use with confidence that exports 
would not be hindered by domestic legal action challenging the consistency of the safeguards applied by the IAEA in 
India and Australia’s international non-proliferation obligations. It also ensures that any future bilateral trade in other 
nuclear-related material or items for civil use will also be protected. 

Science and Technology 

An Australia-India Strategic Research Fund (AISRF), which was established in 2006, supports scientists in India and 
Australia to collaborate on leading-edge research. AISRF consists of India Australia Biotechnology Fund; India-Australia 
Science & Technology Fund; Grand Challenge Fund and Fellowship Schemes. The fund, where each side contributes 
equally, supports large-scale research projects designed to deliver practical solutions, focussing on energy, food and 
water security, health and the environment. Joint Committees on S&T and Biotechnology have been established to 
administer the Fund. The Australian side is also cooperating in our Clean Ganga Project as agreed during visit of our PM 
to Australia in 2014. Secretary (Water Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation) led a delegation to 
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Australia during 19-25 June 2016 for bilateral cooperation on water resource management, including discussion on 
Ganga Rejuvenation. A four-member delegation led by Shri U. P. Singh, Secretary, Ministry of Water Resources, River 
Development & Ganga Rejuvenation visited Canberra for attending 4th India-Australia JWG Meeting on July 11, 2018. 

Resources and Culture 

A Joint Working Group on Energy and Minerals was established in 1999 to expand bilateral relationship in the energy 
and resources sector. The 8th JWG meeting held in New Delhi in June 2013. As energy is one of the central pillars of 
economic cooperation, both sides agreed during the visit of our Prime Minister to Australia in November 2014 to 
cooperate on transfer of clean coal technology and welcomed Australia's desire to upgrade the Indian School of Mines, 
Dhanbad. The 9th JWG meeting in Brisbane in June 2015, provided the opportunity to discuss resources and energy 
policy developments and reforms, including opportunities and challenges in mining; petroleum and gas; power; new 
and renewable energy, as well as challenges in skills, science and innovation and infrastructure. The JWG also concluded 
Research agreement on beneficiation between CSIRO and NMDC and MoU on cooperation and development between 
CSIRO and ISM, Dhanbad. 26) During her visit to India in July 2017, Foreign Minister Ms Julie Bishop signed a framework 
agreement for Australia to join the International Solar Alliance, led by the Governments of India and France. In December 
2017, the Australian government formally ratified the agreement. 

The Joint Working Group on Education between the two countries has identified several key areas for co-operation, 
including collaborative research in education policy, student exchange programmes, capacity building in vocational 
education and distance learning in higher education. The number of Indian students currently enrolled for studying in 
Australia is around 90,000. Under the New Colombo Plan of Australian government, Australian undergraduates have 
studied and completed internships in India. 

Australia-India Education Council meeting: Shri Prakash Javadekar, Minister for Human Resource Development (HRM) 
visited Australia from June 28 to July 03, 2018 to participate in the 4th meeting of Australia-India Education Council 
(AIEC). Australia's Education Minister Den Tehan led a delegation of senior leaders from the education sector to India 
from 19 - 21 November, 2019 and held meeting with Minister for Human Resource Development Ramesh Pokhriyal 
‘Nishank’. He also cochaired 5th Australia-India Education Council meeting along with his Indian counterpart in New 
Delhi. 

Australia has also agreed to help in establishing a world class Sports University in India. Secretary (Sports) Sh. Rajiv Yadav 
led a delegation to Australia during 07-11 October 2016 for study and discussion with Australian Sports University for 
setting up National Sports University in India. A MoU on Cooperation in Sports was signed during visit of former PM 
Turnbull to India in April 2017. A MoU in the field of Tourism was signed between the two countries during the visit of 
PM Modi to Australia in November 2014. 

Indian Diaspora 

The Indian community in Australia continues to grow in size and importance, with the population of nearly half seven 
lakhs. India is one of the top sources of skilled immigrants to Australia. There is a constant flow of students and tourists 
from India. The number of Indian students continue to grow with approximately 90,000 students presently studying in 
Australian universities. India is now the third largest source of immigrants to Australia, after UK and New Zealand and 
the largest source of skilled professionals for Australia. The growing significance of the community is reflected in the 
large-scale celebration of Indian festivals in Australia, especially Deepawali. 

A need was felt to establish and conclude an alternative security architecture aimed to balance China’s 
hegemonic oceanic ambitions. Both sides understand that an architecture should be bilateral or regional with no power 
outside the region but should include US as a net security provider. As China, in recent times, has become excessively 
assertive, the SPA can have a balancing influence and promote stability. Thus, the cooperation at strategic level between 
India and Australia can stabilise the region and both have a shared concern for China in the strategic sphere. But the 
more Australia undertakes commerce with China and continues to remain a US ally, the more will be the Australian 
dilemma in choosing a long-term relationship with India. Since the election of Donald Trump as the President of the 
USA, a new era of economic nationalism has emerged. Many countries have restored to protectionism and erected walls 
to restrict entry of outsiders. Australia has abolished the 457 visa programme. Under the 457 visa programme, the 
Australian businesses could employ skilled foreign workers for up to four years to meet the shortage of skilled workers 
in Australia. Under the 457 visa programme, the employers were free to employ any number of foreigners as there was 
no cap in the programme. The Turnbull administration has replaced the 457 Visa programme with a Temporary Skill 
Shortage (TSS) visa which would allow Australian firms access to foreign workers in a limited way. As walls turn around 
us everywhere, India should not fall for the hype of herds but turn the walls into an opportunity. As the future would be 
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such where Indian workers may find it tough to work aboard, India should build up an ecosystem to incentivise foreign 
firms to relocate to India. 


